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Increasing Your Oversight  
with an Internal Audit 

SARAH BELLIVEAU, CPA 
Principal 
 
EMILY PARKER, CPA 
Senior Manager 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While your organization’s resources may be limited, taking the time to perform strategic internal audit procedures can improve your compliance and help you identify efficiencies. We will offer key procedures that you can perform immediately, discuss important questions to ask internally, and provide first steps to implementing an internal audit process that will benefit your organization and (maybe even) save you time in the long run.
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Agenda 

What will you learn today?   
 

• The Who, What, Why, How and When of an internal Audit! 
o What is internal auditing? 

o Strategic procedures 

o Five steps 

o Important questions 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Level set the room:-Who in attendance has an IA department at their organization?-Anyone use an outsourced IA function?-Any experience in IA in prior history? (Emily will chat some about IA experience before working at BD)What is IA – how it differs from external aud, how IA developed over time, why it is important, etc.
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Internal vs. External Audits  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Taken from the Institute of Internal Auditors “All in a days work” whitepaper
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IIA standards 
issued 

2002 2017 

Sarbanes- 
Oxley 

Revised IA 
standards 

The History 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some form of IC/IA has been in place since official record keeping systems began. More usage of the term “audit” in 1929 around the economic crisis. First major book about IA published in 1941, which is a turning point in the modern IA practice (Brink’s Modern Internal Auditing).Changing over times to meet the needs of the changing business environment. 1940s and 1950s, focused solely on financial IAs, today, IA is much broader – improve the effectiveness of RM, controls and governance process.Most recent standards revised effective 1/1/17, international standardWhile not uncommon for large companies to have IA functions, over the years others have reduced these departments or outsourced them altogether in an effort to save resources.
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Evaluating internal audit  

Internal Audit 

• Effectiveness and efficiency of operations 

• Reliability of financial and management reporting 

• Compliance with laws and regulations 

• Safeguarding of Assets 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Defining internal audit “Internal auditing is an independent, objective assurance and consulting activity designed to add value and improve an organization’s operations. It helps an organization accomplish its objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk management, control, and governance processes.”Conceptually similar to financial auditing, quality assurance and banking compliance activities.IA are not independent of companies that employ them, objectivity is important (often requires consideration of reporting lines/organizational placement). When you start this process internally, who will receive the results for implementation?Formal/Professional IA are directed by certain professional standards. Our talk today is geared not towards these professionals, but at organizations that are working to perform targeted tests internally to improve processes/monitoring. Internal auditors perform audits to evaluate whether the five components of management control are present and operating effectively, and if not, provide recommendations for improvement.
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Assurance 

Objectivity Insight 

Internal Audit 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Funders are starting to ask about the IA processGoverning bodies and senior mgmt. rely on IA for insight and objective assurance that existing internal controls are adequate to mitigate the orgs. Risk, governance and risk management processes are effective and efficient and org goals and objectives are met (per IIA)
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• Assessing controls 
• Process review and procedure 

improvement 
• Testing accuracy 

• Improve operations 
 

 

• Promote ethical behavior 
• Monitor compliance 
• Investigate fraud 
• Communicate results 
• Test corrective actions 

 

Internal Audit Responsibilities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add new picture here!
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Board 
governance 

Executive  Finance Program 

Internal audit 

Internal Audit Reporting Structure 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reporting lines in the internal audit function are important, need a direct reporting line to the board. Could function through existing compliance officer, if reporting structure supports it.
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Dedicated internal audit team 

Outsourced internal audit 

In-house, limited scope 
internal audit team 

The Face of Internal Audit 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IA can have many different faces.Many different ways to structure it, outsourced IA can be limited scope or full service, internal team can function on a limited basis, etc.Work through the cycles of the organization or funding sourceKey thing is the direct line of reporting to the boardProbably already have a compliance person to take it on
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The internal audit champion 

How to Begin 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To bring the process to the organization, the organization needs to have a champion (CFO, Controller, compliance officer etc.) to free up the time and people/resources in order to perform these tasks.  Some things you can do to champion an IA function:Get the audit/finance committee on boardIdentify specific times of year when these processes are less intrusiveGet involved in the risk management process/build this out from thereLook to others who have had success with these processes that can be shared with decision makers.5. Use any existing opportunities to highlight things that might have been avoided with an IA process in placeThe size of your organization makes no difference to seasoned criminalsProvides objective insightImproves efficiency of operations (and cross training)Evaluates risks and protects assetsImproves compliance with laws and regulations
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• Where to focus efforts 

• Identify discrete projects 

• When results will be delivered 

• Who will receive the results 

• Implement changes 

Annual internal audit plan: 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you have the organization on board, where to begin.Make a plan for the year, based on the risk assessment.Results – formal IA results may be provided in a formal way (like our findings - condition, criteria, cause, corrective action, etc.), informal results may be provided in a more efficient manner.
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Risk Assessment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This should be hand-in-hand with the annual IA plan.Use your risk assessment process to identify where your time is best spent in IA topics (where would IA processes provide the greatest benefit):Brainstorm (financial, systematic, compliance, operational)Participation from all areas of your organizationRank the risksRevisit annuallyCOSO ERM framework - The 2013 Framework is expected to help organizations design and implement internal control in light of many changes in business and operating environments since the issuance of the original Framework, broaden the application of internal control in addressing operations and reporting objectives, and clarify the requirements for determining what constitutes effective internal control.
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• Opening the mail 

• Receiving cash at 
the window 

• Rent payments 

 

Cash 
Receipts 

Payroll 
Changes 

Compliance  
Reporting 

• New employees 
added 

• Terminated 
employees removed 

• Background checks 

• Debarment checks 

• Timely filing of 
financial or 
programmatic 
reports 

• Accurate report 
information 

• Reports reviewed 
and retained 

13 

Strategic Procedures - Examples 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These four over-arching areas included here as examples of risk points for certain transaction streams, to flow through the IA process considerations.Talk through the different risks for each of these, ask for others from the crowd. Provide examples of why each of these is risky/important to consider:Opening the mail – two people involved? What’s to stop someone from depositing the check on their own?Receiving cash at the window – head start cash – how tracked and what would uncover pocketing of funds? (A/R writeoffs?)Rent payments – clients may pay in cash, what's to stop pocketing of cash? (review of A/R write-offs?)New employees added – Reviewing access to add or remove ‘ees from the system. Is a change report available and or review by knowledgeable person?Terminated employees removed - timelinessBackground checks – Before charging to contracts, how are these tracked/monitored?Debarment checks – Before charging to contracts, how are these tracked/monitored?Approvals for payments over a threshold – if you require 2 signors on checks, require similar approvals for electronic payments. Don’t rely on the bank to oversee this for you.Ability to add new electronic vendors – talk about frauds from phishing hereTimely filing of financial or programmatic reportsAccurate report informationReports reviewed and retained 
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REVENUE & 
RECEIVABLE 
RECORDED IN 
THE GL 

CASH PAYMENT ACCEPTED 
AT WINDOW 

RECEIPT 
PROVIDED 

DIRECTLY TO 
CLIENT 

CASH RECEIPTS 
JOURNAL UPDATED, 

RECEIVABLE RELEASED 

DEPOSIT TAKEN TO THE BANK 

DEPOSIT SLIP 
RECONCILED TO CR 

JOURNAL 

Strategic Procedures – Cash Received at the Window Example 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identify the transaction stream to be tested. Map out the steps, identify the risk/area to be tested.Sample mapping based on a the risk identified for cash payments made at the window. Based on this flow, what might we test? Put on your skeptical/theft hatAre receipts electronic or paper?Are paper receipts numbered? Kept in a lock drawer?Where is cash held after received but before deposited?Who else counts the cash?Are deposits reconciled to bank statement after the fact by an independent person?Which of these would provide the biggest bang for your buck?Some things to look out for (provide examples of theft from this kind of transaction in prior years)
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HR HIRING 
PROCESS 
(INTERVIEW, 
REFERENCE 
CHECK) 

BACKGROUND/OTHER 
CHECKS RETAINED 

ON FILE 

HIRING 
LETTER 

RETAINED 
ON FILE 

RELEVANT FORMS 
ON FILE (W-4, I-9, 

ETC.) 

PAYROLL SYSTEM 
UPDATED 

PAYROLL CHANGE 
REPORT REVIEWED 

Strategic Procedures – New Employee Example 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identify the transaction stream to be tested. Map out the steps, identify the risk/area to be tested.Sample mapping based on a the risk identified for new employees being added to the payroll system. Based on this flow, what might we test? Biggest risks – someone being added to payroll fraudulently, background or debarment checks not completed before hiringBackground checks completed systematically – issues followed up on and documentedPeriodic reviews of debarment performed and documentedImpact of job description changesReview of PY change reportSome things to look out for (provide examples of issues from this kind of transaction in prior years)
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CONTRACTS 
SIGNED BY 
APPROPRIATE 
PARTY 

CONTRACT 
REQUIREMENTS 
PROVIDED TO PROGRAM 
STAFF 

TICKLER SYSTEM 
UPDATED TO REFLECT 
CONTRACT REPORTING 
REQUIREMENTS 

REPORTS 
COMPILED AHEAD 
OF DEADLINE 

REPORTS REVIEWED BY A 
SECOND PERSON AHEAD 
OF FILING 

REPORT AND REPORT 
SUPPORT RETAINED IN 
LINE WITH RETENTION 
POLICY 

Strategic Procedures – Timely Filing of Reports 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identify the transaction stream to be tested. Map out the steps, identify the risk/area to be tested.Sample mapping based on a the risk identified for timely filing of reports required under contracts. Based on this flow, what might we test? Reports reviewed by a second party before filing?Support retained in line with policy?Tickler system updated and monitored regularly?Some things to look out for (provide examples of theft from this kind of transaction in prior years)
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• Maintain a master 
vendor list along with 
appropriate 
segregation of duties 

• Small business – 
owner should 
review/sign all check 
disbursements 

• Only receive 
electronic customer 
payments or through 
a lockbox 

• Ensure bad debt 
charge-offs are 
appropriate 

• Segregation of duties 
between posting 
sales/receipts and 
reconcilement 

• Review general 
ledger posting detail 
for AR 

RISK 
ASSESSMENT 

ACCOUNTS 
PAYABLE 

ACCOUNTS 
PAYABLE 6. Implement 

corrective 
action 

1. Risk 
assessment 

2. Audit plan/ 
timeline 

3. Process 
map/ focus 

tests 

4. Perform 
tests 

5. 
Communicate 

results 

How to Bring it Back to your Organization – The “5” Steps 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To recap, once you decide to implement some IA steps at your organization, you can follow this process to be sure you see it through to the end. As the circle illustrates, this is a continuous ongoing process.Talk through each of the stepsStep 1 should already be happening anyway, so really only 5 stepsOne key step as part of the plan/timeline is to test/determine if prior corrective actions have been implemented.
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Do we have appropriate segregation of 
duties in all transaction cycles? 

How have changes to technology impacted 
our segregation of duties? 

Have the processes in place changed as 
people have transitioned away or taken on 
new responsibilities? 

Who should perform the work? 

Important Questions to Ask 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
#1 – like with the cash received at the window example – are we really doing everything we should to reduce the risk of loss?#2 – now that we have implemented great new tech features, have we continued to apply our existing policies to them (ie, dual “signors” for electronic payments)
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SARAH BELLIVEAU, CPA 
Principal 

EMILY PARKER, CPA 
Senior Manager 
 

Contact Us 
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